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Daily Comprehension is a 12-book series with each volume covering a single month 
of the year. The format features an “on-this-day-in-history” approach. A short, factual 
story about a person, place, or event is presented for each day of the month and was 
chosen because of its particular significance on that certain date.

Each story is accompanied by an activity page which tests the student’s 
comprehension of the article’s content. Activities include questions, crossword puzzles, 
fill-in-the-blanks, and more. A related research project for each story requires the use of 
a dictionary, almanac, encyclopedia, or atlas.

The books are designed for use in grades 5–12. Readability is on the 3rd–4th 
grade level.
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APRIL FOOL’S DAY

 More than any other day of the 
year, April 1 is the day for pranks, 
jokes, and foolish acts.  A joke may be 
telling a person there is a hole in his 
sock or a smudge on her nose.  As 
the victim looks for it, the trickster 
laughs and shouts “April Fool!”
 No one knows for sure how 
April Fool’s Day started.  The most 
common belief is that it began in 
France in the early 1500s.  At that 
time, people observed New Year’s 
Day on March 25.  Celebrations 
lasted for a week, ending on April 1.  
On the last day of the celebration, 
people sent each other gifts or 
invited them to parties.
 Then in 1564, King Charles IX 
decided that New Year’s Day should 
be January 1.  Many people did not 
want to change to the new date.  They 

continued to celebrate the new year 
on April 1.  Others thought these 
people were foolish or old-fashioned.  
They sent the foolish ones silly gifts 
or phony invitations to parties that 
never took place.
 The jokers thought this was 
great fun.  They continued to play 
tricks on people on April 1, even after 
everyone in France had changed to 
the new New Year’s date.  As other 
countries switched New Year’s Day 
from April 1 to January 1, they, too, 
took up the custom of April fooling.
 April Fool’s Day has been an 
American tradition from the time 
the first colonists came to settle in 
the New World.  Though not a legal 
holiday, it is a special day when many 
people plan silly pranks and try to 
fool their friends.
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APRIL FOOL’S DAY
Answer the questions.

1. What does a person say to tell someone a joke is a trick?      

                

2. A common belief is that April Fool’s Day started where?      

3. Between what dates was New Year’s celebrated in the early 1500s?    

                

4. Who decided New Year’s Day should be January 1?       

5. Why were tricks played on some people?         

               

6. Write the letters of the meanings next to the words.

  trickster _______ a. changed from one thing to another

  prank _______ b. Roman numeral for nine

  fool _______ c. one who plays a trick on another

  tradition _______ d. not real; false

  switched _______ e. a person without good sense

  phony _______ f. a playful trick

  IX _______ g. a practice handed down from one

     generation to another

7. Describe a trick you have played or would like to play on someone.

                

                

Research:  Find hoax in a dictionary.  Write the definition.
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 When the colonists first settled in 
America, they brought with them the 
money that was used in their original 
countries.  There was English money, 
Spanish money, and French money.  
Many people did not use money.  They 
bartered for the things they needed. 
That means they exchanged goods or 
services without using money.
 Then the United States became 
an independent country.  It formed 
its own government.  It needed its 
own kind of money.  On April 2, 1792, 
Congress approved the building of 
the first United States mint.  A mint 
is a place where coins are made.  The 
word “mint” comes from a Latin word 
meaning “money.”
 The first mint was built in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The first 
coins made there were copper cents 

and half cents.  Then came silver 
dollars, gold eagles (worth $10), and 
half eagles (worth $5).  Soon after, 
half dollars, quarters, dimes, and 
nickels were coined.
 The first coins contained a rich 
amount of gold and silver. Gold coins 
are no longer made and the silver 
content in coins has been reduced 
to small amounts.  Other metals are 
used instead.  Also, some coins once 
made are no longer used.  The half-
cent, two-cent,three-cent, and 20-
cent pieces have been discontinued.
 In 1900, a new mint was built in 
Philadelphia to replace the old one.  
It is now the world’s largest and most 
modern mint.  Over four billion coins 
a year are made there.  One other 
smaller mint also makes U.S. coins.  
It is in Denver, Colorado.

FIRST U.S. MINT
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FIRST U.S. MINT

Complete the crossword puzzle.

Across
  4. a thousand millions
  6.  a place where coins are made
  7.   city in Colorado
10.   to exchange goods or services
 without money
11.   State where first mint was built.
12.   metal money

Research:  In what year did the United States become an independent country?  Find 
American Revolution in a dictionary or an encyclopedia.
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Down
  1.   A dollar coin was made of _____.
  2.  a ten-dollar coin
  3.  city where first mint was built
  5.   “Mint” means _____.
  8.   First coins minted were made of ____.
  9.   The people from Spain used
 _____ money.
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